7. **Signs and signals**

**DANGER WARNING SIGNS**

- **J1** Uneven road
- **J2** Bend to right
- **J3** Bend to left
- **J4** Double bend, first to right
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PRIORITORY SIGNS

B1 Priority road
B2 End of priority road
B3 Crossroads with priority
B4 Road junction with priority over minor road from the left
B5 Road junction with priority over minor road from the right
B6 Give priority to traffic on the main road ahead
B7 Stop: Give priority to traffic on the main road ahead
F6 Priority over oncoming vehicles

PROHIBITORY SIGNS

A1 Speed limit
A2 End of speed limit
C1 Road closed in both directions to vehicles, riders and persons in charge of animals or livestock
C2 No entry in this direction for vehicular traffic, horse riders and persons in charge of animals or livestock
C6 No access for vehicles with more than 2 wheels
C7 No access for goods vehicles
C8 No access for motor vehicles that cannot exceed 25 km/h
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SPECIAL REGULATION SIGNS

A3  Speed limit displayed on an electronic display panel
A4  Recommended speed
A5  End of recommended speed
L1  No vehicles over height shown

INFORMATIVE SIGNS

C3  One-way road
C4  One-way road
C5  Access permitted
L2  Pedestrian crossing
E4  Parking area
E5  Taxi rank
E6  Parking for disabled drivers
E7  Parking permitted for the immediate loading and unloading of goods only
E8  Parking facilities only for the category or group of vehicle shown
E9  Parking for permit-holders only
E10 Entrance to controlled parking zone
E11 Entrance to controlled parking zone
INDICATION SIGNS

- **E12** Park and ride facilities
- **E13** Parking facilities for car sharers

- **G1** Motorway
- **G2** End of motorway
- **G3** Main highway
- **G4** End of main highway

- **G5** Recreation area
- **G6** End of recreation area
- **G13** Optional cycle path
- **G14** End of optional cycle path

- **H1** Built-up area
- **H2** End of built-up area
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DIRECTION SIGNS

K1
Low level motorway information sign showing both main and intermediary destinations and the motorway number

K2
Advance warning sign of a motorway showing the distance to the next exit and destinations after the exit (the top destination is the name of the exit), direction to aerodrome/airport and the road number (non-motorway)

K3
Information sign for exit to motorway service area, showing the name of the rest area and symbols for the services offered
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K4 High level motorway information sign showing lane instructions for through traffic and exit panel showing intermediary destinations, with the motorway number and European route numbers.

K5 Non-motorway advance information panel showing intermediary destinations, road numbers, a via-duct symbol and a sign for an industrial zone.

K6 Non-motorway information panels showing intermediary destinations and non-motorway road numbers.

K7 Signposts for cyclists and moped riders (finger posts) showing local and intermediary destinations, municipal cycle route numbers (above) and showing intermediary destinations and intermediary cycle route numbers (below).

K8 Signposts (multiple) for cyclists and moped riders showing intermediary destinations and indicating an alternative route (in italics) to one of the destinations.

K9 Detour with alternative route shown on an advance warning panel for a non-motorway highway.

K10 Advance warning panel within a built-up area showing an intermediary destination, local destinations, local tourist sights, local facilities and road numbers through the town.

K11 Lane instructions on a non-motorway highway. Panel showing intermediary destinations, road numbers and directions to a motorway.
LANE SIGNS

K12
Local signpost within a built-up area showing names of individual districts (in traffic areas)

K13
Signpost within a built-up area showing district numbers (in traffic areas)

K14
Route for the conveyance of hazardous materials

L3
Bus/tram stop

L4
Get in lane

L5
End of lane

L6
Lane fork

L7
Number of through lanes

L8
No through road for vehicles

L9
Advance warning of a no through road for vehicles

L10
Advance warning of traffic information for the direction shown

L11
Information on panel applies only to the lane(s) indicated

L12
Information on panel applies only to the lane indicated
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Appendix 2  Signals by authorised persons

General stop signals
Stop signal for traffic approaching from the front
Stop signal for traffic approaching from behind
Stop signal for traffic approaching from both front and behind
Stop signal for traffic approaching from the right
Stop signal for traffic for traffic in free-moving lanes, traffic in other lanes to proceed with caution. Clear the junction.
Signal to reduce speed
Stop signal given by lollipop lady using the sign F 10